Accessibility Executive Advisory Council Meeting – 10/10/12

Discussion Summary

- Video Caption Policy Committee
  - Putting together an aspirational statement about KU being an inclusive community and setting up guidelines for videos, etc.
  - AEAC will have an opportunity for input once a draft has been developed.
- Architectural Barrier Committee has been reactivated.
- Robinson pool lift
  - Current lift not in good shape. New one will be installed by January 31, 2013
- Murphy Hall ADA issues
- Faculty accommodations
  - Jamie has had over 30 requests for accommodations, but only a couple of them are from faculty.
  - Other institutions have policy and budgets to supply these accommodations.
  - Hiring a staff person to handle these requests.
- Annual Progress Report for Accessibility
  - Has been shared with the Provost and will now be vetted with the KU community.

Decisions/Campus Updates

- Elevator being installed in Murphy Hall next to Inge Theatre.
- Lot across from Murphy Hall is being redone.
- Jamie will review accommodation requests to determine average cost so a policy and budget can be developed.
- IT is hiring an Accessibility Coordinator (half disability and half quality assurance).
- DCM is preparing to develop a new campus plan by the end of 2013.